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Slutsky’s 1915 Article:
How It Came to Be Found and Interpreted
John S. Chipman and Jean-Sébastien Lenfant

In 1915 the Russian statistician and economist Eugen Slutsky sent off
from Kiev an article to the Giornale degli economisti that was translated and published in the July issue of that journal: “Sulla teoria del bilancio del consumatore.” This article passed unnoticed. As is now well
known, Slutsky’s article is one of the most famous examples of those
neglected and ignored works whose originality and importance are recognized only after similar results have been obtained by others.1 Many
causes can account for such oblivion. As R. G. D. Allen (1936, 120 n. 3)
puts it, “It is interesting to note the existence of a long time-lag between
the publication of a highly mathematical theory, such as those of Johnson and Slutsky, and the general recognition of the main results achieved
in the theory. When it is remembered, in addition, that Slutsky’s article
appeared in a journal of a country actively preparing for war, it cannot
Correspondence may be addressed to John S. Chipman, University of Minnesota, Department of Economics, 1035 Heller Hall, 271 19th Ave. South, Minneapolis, MN 55455; e-mail:
jchipman@econ.umn.edu, or to Jean-Sébastien Lenfant, Université Paris I, Maison des Sciences Économiques, G.R.E.S.E., 106–112 Bd de l’Hôpital, 75647 Paris CEDEX 13; e-mail: JeanSebastien.Lenfant@univ-paris1.fr. We are most grateful to Paul Samuelson, Milton Friedman,
Philippe Mongin, and Guido Rauscher for their comments on earlier drafts, as well as to Axel
Leijonhufvud, Harald Hagemann, and Thomas Marschak for their cooperation. During preparation of a late draft of this essay, an article by Christian Weber (1999) appeared covering some
of the ground covered here.
1. Although it is the best known oversight, its discovery lag is not the longest. G. B. Antonelli’s 1886 paper was to wait until 1943 to be rediscovered by Herman Wold (1943–44) (see
Chipman 1971, 321), although it had already been referred to by Paul Rosenstein-Rodan (1933,
279 n).
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be considered as surprising that the work has remained completely unknown to English-speaking economists.” Indeed, the fact that Slutsky’s
paper was published in an Italian journal may appear as the most natural
explanation for passing unnoticed. As J. R. Hicks (1981, 3) later stated,
“How Slutsky, a Russian, came to publish his paper in an Italian journal
does not seem to be known; neither in Italy, nor in Russia, nor anywhere
else, did it make any impact. It had to be rediscovered after our [Hicks
and Allen 1934] work had come out.” Actually, that Slutsky published
his paper in the Giornale degli economisti is not at all surprising in view
of the fact that, as Slutsky himself pointed out, he was completing the
work of Vilfredo Pareto on utility and demand which was published in
that very journal (1892–93).2 Noteworthily, he commented on the fundamental equation of value in the following way (Slutsky 1915, 12 n;
1952, 39 n): “The formulas in the text were deduced by Pareto, and published in this Giornale, August 1892 (see also the Manuel d’économie
politique, 1909, p. 581). The differences in notation and form between
our formulas and Pareto’s are so unimportant that they may be considered identical.”
The most widely cited tribute to Slutsky’s article was that of Allen
(1936).3 But it is well established that Allen was not in fact the ﬁrst
author to mention it. As far as we are able to ascertain on the basis of
published information, the discovery and full appreciation of Slutsky’s
article was made ﬁrst by Valentino Dominedò, and subsequently—and
independently of each other (but possibly not of Dominedò)—by Henry
Schultz, and by Hicks and Allen. Although it is not possible to dispel the
obscure circumstances of those separate rediscoveries, it is quite possible to suggest some.4 In the ﬁrst part, we shall provide a brief commentary on each of those three separate rediscoveries, focusing mainly on
2. Actually, Pareto had come most of the way in deriving the Slutsky equation in October
1893 (Pareto 1892–93, 304–6), in particular Slutsky’s equations [43] and [44] (1915, 12), involving a term in the quantity of the commodity whose price is varied (identiﬁed by Slutsky as
the income term), and another involving the marginal utility of income (identiﬁed by Slutsky as
the substitution term). For details, see Chipman 1976, 72–74. The August 1892 article referred
to by Slutsky (Pareto 1892–93) dealt with the special case of additively separable utility, but
employed the same method.
3. Allen (1950) later came back to this subject.
4. It is possible that some of the uncertainties that still exist can be cleared up by scholars
who have access to the unpublished papers of Hicks, Allen, Schultz, and others. For instance,
Wade Hands and Philip Mirowski (1998) provide some material from the Harold Hotelling correspondence (hereafter HHC) relating to Slutsky’s article. Unfortunately we have been unable
to gain access to Hicks’s papers deposited in Brasenose College, Oxford.
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factual information. In view also of the rather evasive information from
the protagonists themselves, it may be interesting to go a bit further and
comment on the methodological context of the discovery in the theory of
utility and demand. Thus, in the second part, we shall focus on the way
Slutsky’s paper was interpreted by the protagonists themselves. By comparing Schultz’s and Allen’s interpretations of Slutsky’s contribution, it
is shown that Slutsky’s paper in the thirties soon became the subject of a
theoretical controversy.
1. Three Separate Rediscoveries
Three distinctive “teams” of protagonists can be identiﬁed in this story.
The last two came across Slutsky’s article quite independently of each
other, if not of the ﬁrst. We shall take things up, as far as possible, in
chronological order.
The Ricci-Dominedò Team
The ﬁrst appreciation of Slutsky’s work in the economic literature was
Dominedò’s long 1933 paper on the theory of demand. Dominedò (1933,
789–805) devoted the last pages of this article to Slutsky’s mathematical and theoretical exposition, “a writing of remarkable value, although
of difﬁcult reading” (790 n), and, as we shall see later, he was certainly
the ﬁrst author to have grasped the importance of Slutsky’s paper. But
Dominedò does not seem astonished that it should have passed unnoticed until that time. There remains the question of how Dominedò came
across Slutsky’s article. One of the authors has checked all the post-1915
works referred to in Dominedò 1933, and in only one of them has he
found a reference to Slutsky 1915: that of Umberto Ricci (1932a). This is
a ﬁrst irony in this story, knowing the fact that Ricci embodies the purest
Marshallian, cardinalist, and hedonist tradition in the Italian academic
world of that period. In an early article, Ricci (1904) had considered a
case in which a person’s utility function was additively separable in the
quantities. Instead of assuming diminishing (as well as positive) marginal utility for all commodities, Ricci allowed one of the commodities
to have at ﬁrst increasing and subsequently decreasing marginal utility.
He then showed that provided a certain inequality was fulﬁlled, demand
for this commodity in an interval of increasing marginal utility would
be an increasing function of its price (135). Slutsky (1915, 18) discussed
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Ricci’s result, and showed that Ricci’s inequality was precisely the violation of the second-order condition for a constrained maximum of utility
(the so-called stability condition).5 Ricci returned to this question in his
1932 article cited by Dominedò, and conceded Slutsky’s criticism; he
also provided a more detailed explanation of the fallacy that Slutsky had
exposed.6 Thus, we may ask the question: If Ricci had not committed
his error in 1904, allowing Slutsky to expose it in his 1915 article, and if
Ricci had not recanted in 1932, would we still not know about Slutsky’s
contribution?
Precisely when Ricci came across Slutsky’s paper is not known. Although Ricci published a paper in the same July 1915 issue of the Giornale degli economisti, years later Ricci (1924, 419, 425) still referred
favorably to his earlier 1904 article, without giving any indication that
he had yet come across Slutsky’s article. It is also to be noted that in another 1932 article in the Journal of Political Economy, he does not mention Slutsky; nor does he in his 1933 article on the demand for substitutes. Thus, we must date Ricci’s discovery of Slutsky’s article as having
occurred during the period 1925–32, probably closer to or on the later
date. Although Ricci is probably the ﬁrst economist to mention Slutsky’s
article in a published paper, he certainly had no conception of its importance, nor did he participate in its rehabilitation.7
The Schultz-Friedman Team
The ﬁrst published recognition of Slutsky’s important paper in America may be found in Schultz’s 1935 article, “Interrelations of Demand,
5. Recently, Paul Samuelson (1998, 1378) reported an “inexplicable error” in the Foundations that had been communicated to him, “alleging that when one of many independent utilities involved a permissible rising marginal utility, then that good could have negative income
elasticity.” This apparently refers to an off-the-cuff remark in Samuelson 1947, 186, as against
Ricci’s entire article (1904) on the subject.
6. Ricci subsequently (1935, 183) returned once again to the analysis of the case of increasing marginal utility, referring to Ricci 1932a but not to Slutsky 1915.
7. We also mention the fact that Rosenstein-Rodan (1933, 263) cited Slutsky’s article in the
same year as Dominedò; however, he referred only to Slutsky’s discussion of the “consciousness of economic conduct” found in sections 12–13 of Slutsky’s paper, and hence he may not
have yet fully appreciated the importance of Slutsky’s contribution. This article by RosensteinRodan was cited by Schultz (1938, 35 n), so it is one of the possible references that may have led
Schultz to the discovery of Slutsky 1915. It has been brought to our attention by G. Rauscher
that Slutsky’s article had also been referred to by Ewald Schams (1934, 523 n), but its main
contribution was not discussed there.
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Price, and Income.” Actually, it is known that Milton Friedman, a young
research assistant to Schultz at Chicago, participated actively in this article and in the subsequent 1938 book.8 To that extent, Friedman and
Schultz share in the rehabilitation of Slutsky’s article.9 Indeed, Schultz’s
1935 paper contains a detailed analysis of Slutsky’s article as well as
a comparison with that of Hicks and Allen 1934. In this paper, Schultz
tackles the issue of determining the reaction of consumers to a change
in their income and in the price of a commodity: “The solution of this
problem was ﬁrst given by Pareto in 1892, but was simpliﬁed, extended,
and put in more elegant form by Professor Eugen Slutsky, the Russian
statistician and economist, in a remarkable paper in 1915” (439–40).
Neither in this paper, nor in the subsequent canonical work The Theory and Measurement of Demand (1938), did Schultz specify in what
circumstances, and precisely when, he came across Slutsky’s 1915 article. At one place, he says that “the importance of this paper appears to
have been overlooked until 1933, when it was discovered by Valentino
Dominedò, of the University of Bocconi, by Mr. J. R. Hicks, and by
myself” (Schultz 1938, 38 n.; italics added), while at another place he
says, “Hicks and Allen derived their results quite independently of Slutsky’s paper . . . which was discovered by Dr. Hicks and myself in 1934”
(Schultz 1938, 620; italics added). On this question, we must be content with conjectures. Henry Schultz, who had acquired a wide familiarity with European works, spent the year 1933–34 in Europe (Schultz
1938, xi), where he was able to make himself acquainted with the work
of Hicks, Allen, and others on the foundations of demand theory. It was
during this time that Dominedò’s 1933 article was published. The 1933
Dominedò article to which Schultz referred contains references to earlier writings by Schultz (1928, 1933),10 and Schultz’s 1938 work shows
great familiarity with the Italian literature and provides evidence of his
extensive correspondence with Italian economists; so it is possible that
Dominedò sent an offprint of his article to Schultz. Schultz, while
8. To a certain extent, Schultz (1935, 433) shared the paternity of the 1935 article in the
following terms: “I am profoundly grateful to Mr. Milton Friedman for invaluable assistance in
the theoretical and statistical investigations which underlie this study.” See also Schultz 1938,
xi, and footnote 23 below.
9. As early as May 1935, Schultz had sent an English translation of Slutsky’s paper to
Hotelling (Hands and Mirowski 1998, 361).
10. In contrast, while Dominedò referred to Johnson 1913, he did not refer to Allen’s earlier
work (1932).
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browsing through the Giornale degli economisti in the University of
Chicago library, may even have come across Slutsky’s article himself.
Nevertheless, some of Schultz’s observations are puzzling. Is it not
curious that Schultz, who was a careful scholar, makes no mention of
Allen as one of the discoverers? Is it not also puzzling that, if we are to
take the ﬁrst of the above passages from Schultz 1938 literally, Hicks
would also have discovered Slutsky’s article in 1933, before the publication of the Hicks-Allen article!11
The Hicks-Allen Team
Hicks and Allen (1934, 209–10) had obtained, independently of Slutsky 1915, a decomposition of the elasticity of demand for a good into a
term involving the income elasticity of demand and an elasticity of complementarity (the well-known income and price effects). Hicks (1937,
13–14) subsequently (giving credit to Slutsky but not providing any reference) showed how this was related to Slutsky’s equation, which he
described as the “fundamental equation of the theory of value” (Hicks
1937, 13). The ﬁrst explicit discussion of Slutsky’s article by the HicksAllen team was that of Allen (1936), who recognized its importance in
the following words: “In the [1934] article, much use was made of the
ideas of the mathematical work of Johnson, but we thought that some of
the results attained, as apart from the method of approach, were entirely
original. More recently, however, our attention has been drawn to an
important article by Professor Slutsky, of Charkov University” (120).12
Who drew their attention to this article? We do not know. Allen (1950,
210) is not very explicit: “Independently [of Schultz], though a little later
[than 1934], Hicks and I were led back to Slutsky’s original work by various references to it.” What were those “various references”? We do not
know; but we may conjecture that they were Dominedò 1933 and Ricci
1932a, and possibly Rosenstein-Rodan 1933 (see footnote 7). At least we
may note that Allen (1936, 120 n. 3) concedes Schultz’s priority on that
matter, and that he does not mention Dominedò: “It appears that Schultz
discovered Slutsky’s Giornale article rather earlier than, but quite independently of, Hicks and myself.”
11. Part 1 of Hicks and Allen 1934 was published in February 1934; part 2 appeared in May
1934.
12. Slutsky taught at the School of Commerce in Kiev, not Kharkov. Apparently Allen confused these two Ukrainian cities.
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As a testimony to Slutsky’s misfortune in publishing his article in a
wartime Italian journal, Allen (1950, 210) states that “even Schultz did
not discover Slutsky’s article until around 1934.” Certainly Allen takes
Schultz’s familiarity with Italian economists for granted, especially with
the Paretian tradition.13 But the same thing could be said of Hicks who,
it has been recounted, could speak and write Italian, and knew his Italian
colleagues very well.14 In his 1937 contribution and in Value and Capital
as well, he is quite vague on that subject.15 Nevertheless, his tribute to the
Russian statistician and economist is more profuse than Allen’s: “Credit
must be paid to the Russian economist Eugen Slutsky for approaching
the research in a fruitful way for the ﬁrst time. . . . Slutsky’s work almost
escaped notice. I did not know about it when I began my own research;
R. G. D. Allen and myself discovered similar results without Slutsky’s
assistance” (Hicks 1937, 4–5).

13. See for example Schultz 1931a, 1938.
14. According to André Legris (1995, 109), “Hicks went to Italian universities every year.”
Legris does not provide any source for his information; however, we have Hicks’s own testimony (1979, 196; 1984, 282) that in 1926, his ﬁrst year as lecturer at the London School of
Economics, Hugh Dalton had remarked to him: “you read Italian; you ought to read Pareto,”
and that this had started him off reading Pareto’s Manuale (1906a). Hicks went on to remark:
“My Italian had begun by stumbling through Dante, while I was still at school; I had gone on
to read fairly widely in Italian literature. But it was not until 1933, after I had published Theory of Wages, that I made my ﬁrst contact with Italian economists, visiting, in Turin, Einaudi
and Cabiati, del Vecchio at Bologna and Marco Fanno at Padua.” It is intriguing to speculate
whether he might have learned of Slutsky’s article during that visit, say by meeting Dominedò
(who was, however, at Milan; Ricci had been at Bologna, but was then in Cairo). Hicks also
mentioned (1979, 198 n; 1984, 284 n) that Claude Guillebaud “was the only other British economist I have known who knew the last canto of the Paradiso by heart.” Finally, we have his
statement (1979, 204; 1984, 290): “I have explained the importance of my knowledge of Italian
(which is still, I fear, little more than a reading knowledge) in the beginnings of my economics. It has been a great thing for me that I have been able to use it in the contacts with Italian
economists which I have been able to develop during the last twenty years” (1960–79). Axel
Leijonhufvud has conﬁrmed for us (in a communication of 4 March 1999) that “John Hicks
could get along in Italian after a fashion. . . . I believe his and Ursula’s practice of coming to
Italy every year started quite some time after the war.”
That Hicks was not unacquainted with the Giornale degli economisti is proved by the fact
that in an early article (Hicks 1933, 455) he quoted a passage from Fanno 1931 in that journal—
a passage that was, however, omitted from the English translation (Hicks 1980, 534 n; 1982, 41
n). It is curious, by the way, that Hicks apparently never acknowledged Fanno’s priority (Fanno
1926, 361–62) in introducing the concept of the marginal rate of substitution Ryx between
goods X and Y as a function of their quantities x and y (deﬁned only for homogeneous utility
functions, however), and the principle of the diminishing marginal rate of substitution (Fanno
1929, 60). Fanno did not refer to Slutsky 1915.
15. Hicks 1981, 3, does not provide more information.
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More noticeable also is the fact that Hicks (1939) does not hesitate to
recognize Slutsky’s importance in the theory of utility and demand. He
also sheds some light of his own on the chronology of the discovery:
The theory to be set out in this chapter and the two following is essentially Slutsky’s; although the exposition is modiﬁed by the fact that I
never saw Slutsky’s work until my own was very far advanced, and
some time after the substance of these chapters had been published
in Economica by R. G. D. Allen and myself. Slutsky’s work is highly
mathematical, and he does not give much discussion about the signiﬁcance of his theory. These things (and the date of its publication)
perhaps explain why it remained for so long without inﬂuence, and
had to be rediscovered. (Hicks 1939, 19)
As Hicks adroitly suggests, it is quite probable that Slutsky’s article had
been read by some economists of the period, but that its originality had
not been noticed. We are then led to ask the following question: Why was
Slutsky’s paper rediscovered? With a view to answering the question, it
is useful to set out the theoretical context in which Slutsky’s article was
discovered and received attention. Thus, how it came to be interpreted
will shed some light on how it came to attract attention.
2. The Theoretical Context of Slutsky’s
Rehabilitation
The theoretical context of Slutsky’s rehabilitation may be characterized
in roughly the following way. On the one hand, mathematical economists
of that period tried to pursue the analysis of demand along the lines of the
Paretian theory of the equilibrium of the individual consumer. To that extent, it is not surprising that Slutsky’s article was presented as a culmination of the Paretian program. The “Slutsky equation” was thus presented
as the clearest expression of this decomposition into a price effect and an
income effect. Furthermore, Slutsky’s article was driven by the idea of
testing and measuring economic relations empirically; this also can be
traced to Pareto’s methodological principles. To that extent, the most important result of Slutsky’s paper is not the Slutsky equation (equation (1)
below), but the symmetry relation (equation (2) below), which was the
most general empirical restriction on individual demand functions. As
regards this methodological aim, it is not surprising that Slutsky’s paper
attracted statistical as well as mathematical economists. In this section,
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we shall suggest that Slutsky’s results were not interpreted in the same
way by the main protagonists of this story.16
Slutsky’s Interpretation of His Results
Let’s come back to Slutsky’s equations expressing the variation in the
demand of a good in reaction to a variation of the price of another good.
The fundamental equation of value theory can be written as follows
(adopting Slutsky’s notation):
Mij
∂xi
∂xi
− xj
,
= u
∂pj
M
∂s

(1)

where xi is the quantity demanded of commodity i, pj is the price of
commodity j , and s is income, while u is the marginal utility of income,
M is the determinant of the matrix of second-order partial derivatives uij
of the utility function bordered by the prices, and Mij is the minor of this
matrix corresponding to the element uij .
From basic properties of determinants Slutsky derived the following
equalities:17
kij ≡ u

∂xj
Mij
∂xj
Mj i
∂xi
∂xi
=
=
≡ kj i . (2)
= u
+ xi
+ xj
M
∂pi
∂s
M
∂pj
∂s

kij can be interpreted as the change, dxj , in the quantity demanded that
would result if the price change, dpi , were accompanied by a compensating adjustment in money income such as to “make possible the purchase of the same quantities of all the goods that had formerly been
bought” (Slutsky 1915, 14). In Slutsky’s words, kij is the “residual variability” of the j th good for a “compensated variation” of the price pi .
16. The two referees have both urged us to comment on how our article relates to the study
by Hands and Mirowski (1998). The main thesis of these authors, to the best of our understanding, is that “the ‘marginalist revolution’ can be understood as little more than the replacement
of ‘energy’ in the mathematical framework of energy physics with the ‘utility’ of neoclassical economics” (1998, 339), and that Hotelling’s 1932 model, with the integrability conditions
(3) below, “could have given neoclassical economics what it wanted” (371), but instead was
rejected by the majority of the profession, in favor of the Slutsky conditions (2) below. In our
view this rejection is more consistent with the hypothesis that the neoclassical economists were
instead concerned with developing a theory of rational human behavior that could be tested empirically. See also the comments by Leonid Hurwicz (1998) and Nancy Cartwright (1998).
17. Lionel McKenzie (1957) subsequently provided a simpliﬁed derivation of (2), using
duality. We note incidentally that the subscripts to the substitution term in Slutsky’s notation
are in reverse order from that customarily used today (see, for example, Samuelson 1950, 378;
Hurwicz and Uzawa 1971, 118).
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The equality kij = kj i (equation [55] in Slutsky’s paper) is called the law
of reversibility (hereafter the “Slutsky symmetry condition”) and is expressed in the following way: “The residual variability of the j th good
in the case of a compensated variation of the price pi is equal to the
residual variability of the ith good in the case of a compensated variation of the price pj ” (Slutsky 1915, 15; 1952, 43; italics in original).
In Slutsky’s view, the symmetry condition is a quantitative, measurable
relationship: “Equation [55] belongs to the previously mentioned category of quantitatively deﬁned relations between observable quantities.
Empirical conﬁrmation is highly desirable, inasmuch as it would demonstrate the correspondence to the truth, or at least the plausibility, of the
hypothesis that the increments of utility do not depend upon the mode
of variation” (15).
Moreover, Slutsky comes to the conclusion that the determination of
the second derivatives of the utility function on the basis of empirical
data is a vain effort. This conclusion has tremendous, and to Slutsky’s
eye awkward, consequences for the relation between psychology and
economics: “The conclusion is not satisfactory; because, even though
attaching great importance to the absolute logical independence of the
methods of economic science from those of psychology, we would not
ignore the existence of a very complicated interdependence between the
facts studied by those two sciences” (24; italics in original).
Here we arrive at Slutsky’s ﬁnal conclusion on the distinction between
complementary and competitive goods. Slutsky challenges the “traditional” deﬁnition of substitutes and complements according to the sign
of the second cross partial derivatives of the utility function:18 “This
whole ediﬁce falls if one remains loyal to the formal deﬁnition of utility,
18. This deﬁnition was ﬁrst proposed by Rudolf Auspitz and Richard Lieben (1889, 482;
1914, 318–19), and was later adopted by Irving Fisher (1892, 65). F. Y. Edgeworth (1897, 20–
21 n; 1925, 117 n) mentions Auspitz and Lieben in the course of introducing the deﬁnition, but
does not credit them with it, while subsequently he appears to claim novelty for it (Edgeworth
1915, 49; 1925, 464): “the simpler deﬁnition which was proposed some years ago,” referring
to his 1897 paper. Pareto (1906a, chap. 4, 263–65, and appendix, secs. 11–15, 503–9; 1909,
chap. 4, 264–65, and appendix, sec. 46, 575, and sec. 124, 654) introduced the Auspitz-Lieben
deﬁnition of complementarity without crediting Auspitz and Lieben. While Pareto (1909, sec.
69, 595 n) may have been acquainted with this deﬁnition through Edgeworth, since there is
no reference to Edgeworth’s 1897 paper in Pareto 1906a, he probably considered it original,
although he had earlier (Pareto 1892) shown an acquaintance with Auspitz and Lieben’s book.
As for Slutsky, since he referred extensively to Pareto’s Manuel (1909), it is reasonable to infer
that he got the Auspitz-Lieben deﬁnition from the Manuel and not from Auspitz and Lieben or
Edgeworth. (Continued)
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for it is impossible to deduce from the facts of behavior the character
(that is, the sign) of the second derivatives of utility” (25).
In short, Slutsky wishes to generalize the principle of ordinal utility,
and to infer from it the most general empirical restrictions on individual
demand behavior. For all that, he takes seriously the idea that the second
cross derivatives of the utility function should have intuitive properties.19
From this, we are in a position to comment on Slutsky’s discoverers.
Indeed, it should be noticed that all the protagonists of this story will
focus on this aspect of Slutsky’s article.
Schultz’s Operationalist Approach
Let us begin with Schultz. In the early thirties, Schultz is engaged with
Hotelling in a search for theoretical restrictions on statistical demand
functions, based on utility analysis, with a view to improving the analysis
of market interdependencies. Hotelling (1932) had derived symmetry
conditions on demand behavior through maximization of entrepreneurial

Slutsky’s stance on the deﬁnition of complementarity and substitutability is the only respect
in which he departs from Pareto. As is well known, many writers have questioned Pareto’s “consistency” in maintaining on the one hand that data obtained from observations on consumer behavior in competitive markets could not shed any light on quaternary preferences (i.e., whether
the preference of bundle A over bundle B is greater or less than the preference of bundle B over
bundle C), and on the other hand in deﬁning complementarity precisely on the basis of such
comparisons (Pareto 1906a, chap. 4, sec. 32, 251–53; 1909, 263–65). It does not seem generally recognized, however, that Pareto believed that strong concavity (rather than just quasiconcavity) was needed in order to prove the Pareto-optimality of competitive equilibrium, and
that this followed if commodities were either independent or complementary (in his sense) (cf.
Pareto 1906a, appendix, secs. 48–49, 549–52; 1909, appendix, secs. 46–48, 574–77, and secs.
115–24, 646–54). For a general discussion, see Chipman 1976, 104–7.
19. Broadly speaking, Slutsky seems to extend Pareto’s program of separating economics
and psychology in order to put each of these disciplines on a solid basis, and with a view to
analyzing later possible connections: “If we wish to place economic science upon a solid basis, we must make it completely independent of psychological assumptions and philosophical
hypotheses. On the other hand, since the fundamental concept of modern economics is that
of utility, it does not seem opportune to disregard all connections existing between the visible
and measurable facts of human conduct and the psychic phenomena by which they seem to be
regulated. Utility must therefore be deﬁned in such a way as to make it logically independent
of every disputable hypothesis or concept, without however excluding the possibility of further
research regarding the relations between the individual’s conduct and his psychic life” (Slutsky
1915, 1–2; 1952, 27–28). The conviction that salt and meat are complementary to someone is
a common opinion based on a “faith in the consciousness of economic conduct” (1915, 25–26;
1952, 54–55). He ends the paper on the idea that only “experimental results” (1915, 26; 1952,
56) can reveal whether it is worth investigating these psychological aspects of utility.
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utility functions.20 Schultz (1933) had obtained similar restrictions on
consumer demand functions under the hypothesis of “constant” (independent of prices) marginal utility of money.21 This condition (3) is
equivalent to the Slutsky symmetry conditions when income effects are
neglected:22
∂xj
∂xi
=
.
∂pj
∂pi

(3)

But Schultz’s (1933) tests of those conditions for agricultural products
were disappointing. Something else is needed. Slutsky’s paper is arriving in the nick of time as a solution to those difﬁculties. Moreover, it
20. An entrepreneurial demand function (introduced by Louis Court [1941]) is derived
from proﬁt-maximization by a ﬁrm not subject to a budgetary constraint: u(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn )
−p1 x1 − p2 x2 − · · · − pn xn , where u(·) denotes the ﬁrm’s revenue function (Hotelling 1932,
590). As pointed out by Hands and Mirowski (1998, 332), Hotelling (1932, 591–92) suggested
that this model could also be applied to the consumer; but Hotelling never supplied a precise
interpretation of the function u(·) in this case (cf. Chipman and Moore 1976, 107, 116); neither do Hands and Mirowski. Some suggested interpretations of this procedure are discussed
in footnote 22 below.
21. See Schultz 1933, 474, where he expresses the demand function as a functional relationship between each price and the quantities of the n commodities (his equation (13)), and
then assumes that this system can be inverted to express each quantity as a function of the n
prices. (See Schultz 1933, 481 n. 16, for the extent to which he had developed his results independently of Hotelling 1932.) For these relations to make sense when consumers are subject to
budgetary limitations, Schultz’s prices would have to be interpreted as being expressed relative
to income; but then his equation (10), expressing the ratio of the marginal utility of each commodity to its price as equal to the (assumed constant) marginal utility of “money” or income
(a relation which is valid only for absolute prices), if applied to the prices relative to income,
implies that the product of income and its marginal utility is constant. But this holds if and only
if preferences are homothetic.
22. Hotelling’s “integrability conditions” can also be derived under certain preference hypotheses. Chipman and Moore (1976, 107) showed that under utility maximization, (3) is implied by homotheticity of preferences (see also Samuelson 1942, 81 n). Recently, Hurwicz
(1998, 407–9) showed that (3) in turn implies homotheticity. Schultz (1933, 481) expressly rejected Hotelling’s method of deriving his integrability conditions, and substituted his own (see
the previous footnote), which, as we have seen, involves the implicit assumption of homothetic
preferences.
Samuelson (1950, 357 n) showed that if, instead, preferences have the parallel form represented by the quasi-linear utility function u(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) = x1 + v(x2 , . . . , xn ), so that
commodity 1 has constant marginal utility = 1 (say, commodity 1 is an instrumental good
such as money which, in Hotelling’s words [1932, 592], “is spent, as the saying is, to make
money”), then maximization of u subject to the budget constraint 1x1 + p2 x2 + · · · pn xn = s
is equivalent to the unconstrained maximization of
v(x2 , . . . , xn ) − p2 x2 − p3 x3 − · · · − pn xn + s
(see also the discussion in Hurwicz 1998, 409). Hands and Mirowski (1998, 383 n. 13) object
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was now necessary to implement a new interpretation and a new deﬁnition of complementary and competitive goods in consumption. As regards this, Slutsky’s equation was to provide the solution. Schultz was
well aware that (3) rested on weak foundations, and Slutsky’s equation
was then to play a central role both in providing general conditions on
individuals’ market behavior and new deﬁnitions of complementarity:
“In terms of the Slutsky conditions, two commodities may be deﬁned as
completing or competing, according as the direct effect [residual variability] of an increase in the price of one of the goods is to bring about
a decrease or an increase in the demand for the other” (Schultz 1935,
481). Otherwise stated, two goods will be completing, independent, or
competing, according as kij is negative, zero, or positive. This deﬁnition
not only is free from any measurable utility function, but also “may be
obtained by observing the individuals’ market behavior” (Schultz 1935,
to this depiction on the ground that it reduces the dimensionality of the problem; but there is
nothing in Hotelling’s exposition to require that money should be included explicitly as one of
the commodities.
It should be noted that Hotelling (1935) subsequently dealt with the case of budgetconstrained consumer demand functions; nevertheless he made the mistake of continuing to
express each absolute price as a function of the n quantities, and inversely, each quantity as a
function only of the n absolute prices, without availing himself of Schultz’s assumption of a
“constant” marginal utility of income (Hotelling 1935, 74). Thus, he tacitly assumed income
to be constant. He did not (and of course under these assumptions could not) consider the corresponding “integrability conditions.” The conditions (1.5) given in Hotelling 1935 are conditions on his assumed mapping from quantities to absolute prices—a relationship that has
no meaning in the context of consumer demand with limited budgets, unless either income is
assumed constant, or prices are interpreted as being measured relative to income (see the previous footnote). For a systematic development of Hotelling’s integrability conditions along these
lines, see Chipman and Moore 1976, 103–8. Hands and Mirowski (1998, 333) object to the
depiction of Hotelling’s theory in terms of the assumption of homothetic preferences, on the
ground that money income would still have to be an argument of the demand function; but owing to the homogeneity, one need only replace absolute prices by prices relative to income, so
that formally everything is as in Hotelling’s model.
In his last paper on this topic, Hotelling (1938, 247) reverted to his 1932 integrability conditions for the consumer, but this paper is also revealing in making explicit a blunder on his
part leading to this result. He expresses net loss (1938, 253–54) as the product of the marginal
utility of income and the net loss of consumer’s surplus—the latter being the (gross) loss of
consumer’s surplus from an excise tax, offset by the gain to the government in tax revenues. So
far so good. However, he then cancels out the marginal utility of income and identiﬁes the net
welfare loss with the net loss of consumer’s surplus (Hotelling 1938, 254, formula (19)). This of
course is only valid if the marginal utility of income is assumed constant (for example, the marginal utility of income could move in a direction opposite to that of the net consumer’s surplus),
and even then, Hotelling’s assertion that the net consumer’s surplus is “a valid approximation
measuring in money a total loss of satisfactions to many persons” requires further stringent
assumptions concerning aggregability of preferences and the mode of income distribution.
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459). Here, we may ﬁnd the inﬂuence of Dominedò (1933, 804–5), who
was the ﬁrst to provide this deﬁnition of complementarity on the basis of the Slutsky equation. Given also that Friedman was trying to provide a new deﬁnition of substitutes and complements at the time,23 it is
probable that he and Schultz did not absorb the full implications of Slutsky’s paper independently of Dominedò.24 In any case, Schultz (1935)
developed the analysis of statistical demand much more on Slutsky’s
basis than on Hicks and Allen’s. Especially on substitutes and complements, Schultz (1935, 447) emphasizes that Hicks and Allen (1934) do
not provide any explicit deﬁnition of complementarity for the more-thanthree-goods case. In Schultz’s view (1935, 479 n), Slutsky’s compensated variations are even superior to Hicks and Allen’s elasticities of
complementarity.25 Otherwise stated, Schultz and Friedman consider
that Slutsky 1915 goes beyond Hicks and Allen 1934. In a letter dated
6 March 1935, Friedman reported on their common enthusiasm to
Hotelling: “[Slutsky] clearly recognises the difﬁculty presented by the
non-measurability of utility and indeed presents a proof that it is impossible to obtain the second derivatives of the utility function from empirical data. His paper contains practically everything that is in the HicksAllen paper recently published and much more besides” (HHC, box 1,
Friedman to Hotelling, quoted in Hands and Mirowski 1998, 361). Two
months later, Schultz also wrote to Hotelling: “The paper is remarkable
for completing Pareto’s work on demand and supply and for giving the
Hicks-Allen results in a simpler and more understandable form” (HHC,

23. Friedman’s unpublished paper (1934) is copiously cited in Schultz 1938, 614–19. In a
letter to the ﬁrst author dated 19 January 1999, Friedman wrote: “I was studying with Harold
Hotelling at Columbia, having been recommended to Hotelling by Schultz, when I wrote the
paper which is referred to in Schultz’s book as dated January 1934. . . . I started working for
Schultz in October 1934. As I recall it, Schultz had written a ﬁrst draft of chapters 18 and 19,
and . . . I thoroughly rewrote them, undoubtedly adding new material, such as reference to my
own paper, in the process. However, I have no recollection of knowing anything about how or
where or under what circumstances Schultz came across Slutsky’s article. In my earlier paper,
I have footnotes to Lenoir, Fisher, Pareto, Edgeworth, etc., but none to Slutsky, which almost
surely means that Hotelling was unaware of Slutsky’s article in 1933.” (See footnote 8 above.)
Friedman’s deﬁnitions of complements and substitutes are in the spirit of Johnson and Allen,
but developed quite independently.
24. Although Schultz (1935) does not mention Dominedò 1933.
25. Furthermore, Schultz (1935, 479 n) also gives statistical evidence in favor of Slutsky’s deﬁnition against Hicks and Allen’s. A comparison between the Hicks-Allen and SlutskyFriedman-Schultz deﬁnitions may be found in Schultz 1935, 447. See also Allen 1936 and
Samuelson 1974, 1269.
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box 1, 5/6/35, quoted in Hands and Mirowski 1998, 361). Schultz emphasizes the new deﬁnition of complementarity, on the basis of the Slutsky equation. It is no longer necessary to have recourse to an introspective comparison. Instead, observation is all that is necessary for the new
deﬁnition:
If we wish to know whether the individual considers two commodities as completing, independent, or competing, we must note his income, and observe whether a fall in the price of one of the goods,
accompanied by a compensating variation in his income, will cause
him to increase, maintain constant, or decrease his purchases of the
other. . . . [This] may be obtained by observing the individual’s market behavior; whereas the answers called for by [∂ 2 u/∂xi ∂xj ≷ 0]
cannot be so obtained.26 (Schultz 1935, 462–63; italics in original)
The fundamental point concerning Schultz’s attitude toward Slutsky’s
improvement of the theory of demand is that it leads to operationally
meaningful statements. As regards this, Schultz (1938) provides long
quotations from Percy Bridgman’s The Logic of Modern Physics, adopting his operationalist philosophy of science:27 “As long as a concept remains nonoperational, it is vain to hope that it will yield to the quantitative approach. The restatement and extension of the earliest concept
of demand into forms which have meaning in terms of operations . . . is
the ﬁrst step in the direction of the derivation of concrete, statistical laws
of demand” (Schultz 1938, 12). This laudatory attitude toward Slutsky’s
contribution, both from a methodological and theoretical point of view,
stands in contrast with Allen’s methodological criticism of Slutsky’s paper. In contrast to Allen, Schultz was above all searching for testable
theoretical relations among substitutes and complements, rather than for
a measure of complementarity as such; and in this regard the Hotelling

26. As will be observed below, however, complementarity according to the latter deﬁnition carries empirical implications not shared by complementarity according to the former
deﬁnition.
27. See also Schultz 1931b, 650. To explore the exact relations between Bridgman’s and
Schultz’s methodology is beyond the scope of this article. Sufﬁce it to say that according to
Bridgman (1927, 5), “in general, we mean by a concept nothing more than a set of operations;
the concept is synonymous with the corresponding set of operations.” However, Schultz’s use of
the term operational (also Samuelson’s, 1947) is much broader than this, consisting simply in
the principle that scientiﬁc propositions should be capable of being tested empirically, perhaps
indirectly as well as directly. On operationalism in economics, see Mirowksi 1998.
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and Slutsky conditions “constitute a category of laws which is comparatively rare in the social sciences: they specify quantitatively deﬁnite relations which must exist between variables—if the theory is true. They
thus enable us to test the extent of the agreement between theory and
fact” (Schultz 1935, 480; italics in original).
Schultz was apparently alone among the writers of that period in recognizing the aggregation problem: that even if the Slutsky conditions
(2) hold for each individual, they need not hold for an aggregate of individuals, and statistical veriﬁcation necessarily deals with aggregates.28
Schultz (1935, 474–75 n) also perceived that a sufﬁcient condition for
aggregability was that “the partial derivatives of the quantity of each
commodity with respect to income is [sic] the same for each individual”—a condition ﬁrst noted by Antonelli (1886, 1971) and much later by
W. M. Gorman (1953), André Nataf (1953), and Henri Theil (1954).29
He found that the Slutsky conditions were not veriﬁed in his ﬁtting of
linear demand functions to aggregate data (Schultz 1935, 476), but that
the same was true of the Hotelling conditions (3), even though the latter were aggregable.30 His last conclusion went as follows: “The indirect
28. This aggregation problem was recognized by Hotelling (1935, 67–70) in showing explicitly that his 1932 integrability conditions, if applied to “individual buyers,” carried over to
an aggregate of buyers; in the case of demand functions with limited budgets he obtained conditions under which some inequalities holding for an individual would extend to a group (1935,
76). His interpretation (73) suggests that this amounts to the proposition that the “Scitovsky” indifference surfaces would share the concavity properties of the individual indifference surfaces.
29. He also speciﬁed as an alternative sufﬁcient condition that “each individual consumes
the same amount of a particular commodity and any increase in total income is distributed
equally among the individuals”—a condition that is close to the correct condition that if all
individuals have homothetic preferences and the distribution of income remains proportional,
then the aggregate demand will satisfy the Slutsky conditions (cf. Chipman 1974). Only a year
later, however, Schultz (1936, 617) apparently forgot these conditions when criticizing Allen
and Bowley (1935) in the following terms: “Since individual indifference curves cannot be aggregated to form the indifference curve of the group except by postulating a utility function for
the group, does not the statistical procedure of the authors come dangerously close to implying
that utility is not only measurable but that the utilities of different persons are comparable?”
30. As pointed out by Samuelson (1974, 1284), Schultz’s econometric speciﬁcation was
marred by the assumption of afﬁne demand functions, in violation of zero-degree homogeneity, among other defects. Recent, more sophisticated, tests carried out by Dale Jorgenson and
Larry Lau (1977, 1979, 1986; Jorgenson 1997) have, however, also conﬁrmed Schultz’s conclusion, which is not too surprising in view of the results of Hugo Sonnenschein (1972, 1973),
Rolf Mantel (1974), and Gerard Debreu (1974) (see also McFadden, Mas-Colell, and Richter
1974), to the effect that any continuous function of n prices satisfying (1) homogeneity of degree 0, (2) boundedness from below, and (3) Walras’s law (the properties that are preserved by
aggregation of individual excess-demand functions) can be expressed as the aggregate of individual excess-demand functions of n rational consumers. Thus, severe assumptions regarding
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[income] effect is so small that the Slutsky and the Hotelling conditions
are both satisﬁed equally well (or equally poorly). . . . We may, therefore, expect the simpler Hotelling conditions to be satisﬁed by a large
number of demand phenomena. But this supposition needs to be fortiﬁed by more extensive statistical investigation” (Schultz 1938, 646).
Apart from the aggregation problem, the greatest weakness of the
Slutsky model as applied by Schultz and others has been its failure to
take account of intertemporal preferences. For example, confronted with
an increase in gasoline prices, consumers will typically borrow from the
future, cutting down on some future consumption but not necessarily
current consumption of other commodities, in which case no “income
effect” will be detectable, whereas this need not be the case with, say,
a rise in the price of beef. An intertemporal framework was developed
by Jacob Mosak (1944, 116–21), but without reference to the Slutsky
equation which he had examined previously (1942). Friedman’s main
criticism of Schultz’s last work (1938) was that Schultz failed to modify or generalize his hypotheses in the light of his empirical ﬁndings (cf.
Stephen Stigler 1994, 1200). Friedman (1957) himself went on to develop his intertemporal model of consumption—but unfortunately restricted to the one-commodity case—in which current consumption depends not on current income but on wealth, that is, the present value of
current and expected future income (or “permanent income,” which is
wealth times the interest rate). A very similar model had been introduced
by Franco Modigliani and Richard Brumberg (1954)—inﬂuenced, incidentally, by Ricci (1926, 1927). These and similar approaches have yet
to be extended to the case of more than one commodity.31 So it is clear
that the development of the Pareto-Slutsky model is still far from complete.
Another respect in which Friedman evolved from his association with
Schultz was in his well-known reformulation of the Marshallian demand
function (Friedman 1949, 1953), proposing that Marshall’s concept was
similarity of preferences are required in order to make the Pareto-Slutsky-Hicks-Samuelson
theory of demand “operational” in the sense of containing empirically refutable propositions.
On this, see the interesting discussions by W. Erwin Diewert (1977) and Edward Green and
Keith Moss (1994, 71).
31. The model introduced by Truman Bewley (1977) allows for many commodities, but
its stringent assumption ruling out borrowing (254)—quite apart from its additional assumption (253) of “parallel preferences,” that is, that the marginal utility of income in each period
depends only on the price (assumed constant) of a numéraire good—prevents it from being
useful for empirical work.
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closer to that of Hicks’s compensated demand function than to the ParetoSlutsky concept. This point has been raised, in connection with
Hotelling’s integrability conditions (3)—which are, of course, properties
of the Hicksian compensated demand functions—in a stimulating paper
by Hands (1993, 125). Friedman (1949, 475; 1953, 66) made the interesting point that the conventional treatment of demand functions overlooks the fact that under given monetary conditions, an exogenous rise
in one price will necessarily lead to a fall in other prices; in his view this
eliminates the income effect. In appendix 2 we have attempted a formal
treatment of this question: it turns out that while the income effect is
eliminated under certain circumstances, the Hotelling conditions still do
not follow except under rather fortuitous circumstances; one of these is
the condition of constant and equal expenditure shares for all commodities combined with a constant level of a Jevonian geometric price index.
The point raised by Friedman also suggests a possible reason for the poor
showing of the Slutsky symmetry conditions in empirical analysis: the
observable time-series data do not correspond to the conceptual experiment of changing one price while holding the remaining prices constant.
Allen’s Methodological Criticism: The Integrability Issue
It is also remarkable that most of Allen’s remarks on Slutsky deal with
the theory of substitutes and complements. Allen (1936, 120) focuses
mainly on this topic: “It is now clear that many of our results were ﬁrst
given explicitly by Slutsky in this article and that, though the results were
not interpreted in terms of the complementary and competitive relations
between goods, yet his own use of them was essentially very similar to
ours.”
As we have remarked, the Hicks-Allen (1934) decomposition similar
to Slutsky’s is expressed in terms of elasticities. There is no fundamental
distinction between one deﬁnition and the other, except that Slutsky expresses a compensated change in income explicitly, whereas Hicks and
Allen do not. Also, Hicks and Allen employ the notion of elasticity of
complementarity, whereas Schultz employs the concept of the elasticity
of demand with respect to a compensated variation in price. But according to Allen (1936), this similarity between Slutsky’s and his own results
does not prevent Slutsky’s paper from having some fundamental ﬂaws.
Indeed, Allen criticizes Slutsky’s equation on the ground that it rests on
weak theoretical foundations. His central point is that Slutsky does not
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account for the nonintegrable case, although the results Slutsky obtains
are completely independent of any measurable utility:
In any case, Slutsky’s starting point is different from that of Hicks
and myself. Our theory was constructed so as to be independent of
the existence of an index of utility and it was only in a special case,
the so-called “integrability case,” that such an index was taken. This
integrability case may be the most interesting and useful of all, but it
remains a special case of a more general theory. Slutsky, on the other
hand, assumes the special integrability case from the outset and his results are, therefore, unnecessarily limited. This is, of course, perfectly
realised by Slutsky himself. (Allen 1936, 127)
As a consequence, Allen maintains that although “the results of Slutsky’s analysis are . . . unobjectionable, . . . the method of attaining the
results . . . is open to objection” (127). Thus, Allen suggests that Hicks
and Allen’s (1934) approach is preferable, because it rests on the sole
hypothesis of a diminishing marginal rate of substitution, and does not
presuppose the existence of a utility function: “From the purely methodological point of view, this seems a development preferable to that of
Slutsky” (127).32
Here we come to the fundamental point of Allen’s argument. Although
Allen (1936, 125–27) is in accord with Slutsky’s aim of providing statistical evidence for the symmetry conditions, he is more concerned with
ﬁnding ways to measure complementarity and substitutability: “The advantage of our method of approach does not, however, lie only in the
sphere of methodology. The very fact that we rejected the marginal utility concept in favour of the marginal rate of substitution concept lead
[sic] to the introduction of the ideas of the elasticities of substitution and
complementarity” (127–28).
From this, Allen infers that the elasticity of substitution and complementarity is a more general tool than Slutsky’s residual variabilities. Otherwise stated, Hicks and Allen’s (1934) deﬁnition of complementarity is
said to have “much to recommend it as compared with Slutsky’s rigidly
32. It is to be noted that Allen’s methodological objection to formula (2) was not settled
at once. McKenzie (1957) claimed that the formula did not depend on the existence of a utility function (i.e., on integrability). However, P. K. Newman and R. C. Read (1958) argued that
McKenzie’s assumptions implied the existence of a utility function. Subsequently, Hurwicz and
Uzawa (1971) showed that Slutsky symmetry and negative semi-deﬁniteness implied integrability after all (if a Lipschitz condition is assumed).
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Paretian approach by way of a utility function and marginal utilities”
(Allen 1936, 128), since the elasticity of substitution between i and j
need not be equal to that between j and i. In the integrable case, the
elasticity of substitution in Hicks and Allen 1934 is said to be proportional to Slutsky’s residual variability kii with the sign changed (Allen
1936, 129);33 and the elasticity of complementarity of the ith with the
j th good is proportional to Slutsky’s residual variability kij . On the
basis of this and of the methodological remarks, Allen (1936, 129) emphasizes that, in Slutsky’s paper, “the complementary and competitive
interpretation of the formulae remains implicit” and that “Slutsky’s law
of reversibility holds only [in] this special [integrability] case and asserts the symmetry of the complementary or competitive relation between goods” (129).34
33. This is true only in the special two-commodity case. Hicks (1937, 17) showed that the
elasticity of substitution σij —deﬁned in Hicks 1937, 14—satisﬁed the condition

kj σj i = −ki σii > 0,
j =i

where Hicks’s ki denotes the proportion of income devoted to commodity i, pi xi /s. For n = 2
it follows that
σ12 = −(p1 x1 /p2 x2 )σ11 ,
σ11 being proportional to Slutsky’s k11 (cf. Hicks 1937, 14; also Hicks 1970, 1983). However,
Allen went on to expound this relation in terms of an n-commodity model.
34. See also Hicks and Allen 1934, 72, 202. It is worth commenting on the interesting fact
that Hicks and Allen (1934) deﬁned independence not by a zero elasticity of complementarity but in quite a different way. Hicks (Hicks and Allen 1934, 74–75) deﬁned the pair Y Z of
goods to be “independent” if the marginal rate of substitution between them depends on the
quantities of Y and Z alone (in particular, “independent of X” if the marginal rate of substitution between them is independent of the quantity of X), and independence of the three goods
X, Y, Z to mean that (a) Y Z is independent of X, (b) XZ is independent of Y , and (c) XY is independent of Z, noting that in the integrable case (a) and (b) imply (c), since then “the marginal
rate of substitution between any pair XY must then be of the form f (x)/g(y), where x, y are
the quantities possessed.” The attempted proof supplied by Allen (Hicks and Allen 1934, 214)
used rather than proved this latter result (see also Allen and Bowley 1935, 138), since Hicks’s
deﬁnition implies (in the three-good case) that “XY is independent of Z” means that
∂u/∂x
= h(x, y) for some function h,
∂u/∂y
and this need not imply that h(x, y) has the form f (x)/g(y). Hicks’s claim may be proved
by using Wassily Leontief’s (1947) subsequent deep results. In terms of Leontief’s notation,
denoting ux = ∂u/∂x and


xy R = uy /ux

and

uy uxz − ux uyz
∂(xy R)

,
=
xy Rz =
∂z
[uy ]2
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Allen’s interpretation of Slutsky’s paper deserves some comments on
the question of nonintegrability. This question is already discussed at
length in his 1932 article, and he claims that a satisfactory theory of
consumer choice must account for this most general case. According to
Allen (1932, 223), the integrable case “means, in fact, that the individual can judge his relative preferences for widely separated combinations
of goods, and this, in turn, means that the order in which the individual
acquires the goods concerned is immaterial to him.” Here he relies on
Pareto’s (1906b, 1971) aberrant attempt to take up the challenge posed
by Vito Volterra (1906, 1971) in his review of Pareto’s Manuale (1906a),
as well as on Pareto’s subsequent treatments (1909, 1911) of the integrability problem, in which Pareto identiﬁed the mathematical path of
integration with the temporal order of consumption on the part of the
consumer.35 The idea that (local) integrability has anything to do with the
ability of the consumer to “judge his relative preferences between widely
separated combinations of goods” seems to be original with Allen, but
equally aberrant.36 His comment on this alleged economic assumption
regarding the individual consumer does not leave any doubt: “This is
obviously not true in general, and illustrates the severity of the assumption of integrability” (Allen 1932, 223 n). Thus, Allen’s position seems
to be not far from that of Gustav Cassel (1918, 67–71; 1932a, 72–76;
1932b, 80–85) in denying the existence of a total ordering of commodity bundles by a consumer.
Leontief’s Theorem I implies that condition (a) is equivalent to

zy Rx = 0 ⇐⇒ u(x, y, z) = F (φ(y, z), x)

for some φ, F,

and likewise that condition (b) is equivalent to

zx Ry = 0 ⇐⇒ u(x, y, z) = G(ψ(x, z), y)

for some ψ, G.

In Leontief’s terminology, (a) implies that the set {Y, Z} is locally functionally separable from
the set {X, Y, Z}, and (b) implies that the set {X, Z} is locally functionally separable from
{X, Y, Z}. Since the sets {Y, Z} and {X, Z} overlap, Leontief’s Theorem II implies that the
utility function may be expressed in the additively separable form
u(x, y, z) = ξ(x) + η(y) + ζ (z);
hence yx R = η (y)/ξ  (x), and thus yx Rz = 0. As Schultz (1936) noted, this does in fact
reduce to independence in the classical sense.
35. On this, see Samuelson 1950, 361, as well as the annotations to the 1971 English translation of Pareto 1906b.
36. A hint of a distinction between local and global integrability was provided by Evans
(1930, 120–22); see Debreu 1972, 1976 for a precise distinction.
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Writing at a time when he was himself skeptical of the utility concept,
Samuelson (1938, 62) had this to say concerning the principle of diminishing marginal rate of substitution:37 “The introduction and meaning of
the marginal rate of substitution as an entity independent of any psychological, introspective implications would be, to say the least, ambiguous, and would seem an artiﬁcial convention in the explanation of price
behaviour. (This would be particularly so in the many-commodity, nonintegrable case.)” And regarding the terminology of “indifference directions” used by Allen, Samuelson (1950, 365) twelve years later had this
to say: “As behaviourists we have not yet earned the right to speak of
‘indifference’ or ‘preference’; and we certainly have no right to speak of
‘indifference directions for inﬁnitesimal or small movements,’ especially
since the underlined words are by no means unambiguous or mutually
equivalent.” To invoke the principle of diminishing marginal rate of substitution along an indifference surface is one thing; but to invoke it along
an
nuninterpretable “preference complex” when the differential equation
i=1 ϕi (x)dxi = 0 (where the ϕi (x) are the Paretian “elementary ophelimities”) is not integrable, is quite another.38
37. Samuelson (1938, 61) followed Hicks and Allen (1934) in speaking of an increasing
marginal rate of substitution, but here we follow Hicks’s revised terminology (1939, 20), diminishing marginal rate of substitution.
38. Georgescu-Roegen (1936, 561; 1966, 145) analyzed some examples in the case n =
2 when there was a saturation point, and concluded that in the integrable case, the integral
curves would consist of a family of concentric ellipsoids around the saturation point, while in
the nonintegrable case they would consist of logarithmic spirals with the saturation point as
a focus—even though the case n = 2 is supposed to be the one in which “no integrability
problem exists.”
Samuelson (1950, 366) considered the intersection of a two-dimensional plane (say a budget plane) with a three-dimensional set of “planar elements” in the integrable and nonintegrable cases, and depicted the integral curves in this two-dimensional plane. In the integrable
case these were either parallel indifference curves or elliptical curves surrounding the optimal
point, whereas in the nonintegrable case they were logarithmic spirals.
Debreu (1972, 607) considered the case of logarithmic spirals surrounding a circle, showing
that “global integrability is not a consequence of local integrability.” This does not exhaust the
possibilities, however.
If there is no satiation, we may consider as an example the total differential equation
3

i=1

ϕi (xi )dxi ≡

dx1
dx2
dx3
+
+
= 0,
x1
x2
x1 + x 2 + x 3

which does not satisfy the integrability condition






∂ϕ3
∂ϕ1
∂ϕ2
∂ϕ2
∂ϕ3
∂ϕ1
ϕ1
−
−
−
+ ϕ2
+ ϕ3
=0
∂x3
∂x2
∂x1
∂x3
∂x2
∂x1

(F1)

(F2)
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Against this uncompromising, even peremptory, attitude, one can ﬁnd
a rationale for not taking into account the nonintegrable case in Schultz’s
1938 discussion of the issue:
What, then, can be done about the difﬁculty presented by the order of
consumption which appears to undermine the very basis of our theory? It seems to me that an answer to this question is essentially at
hand in the fact that economic theory can approximate the facts of
economic experience only if there is a routine in economic affairs (including the routine of change); when there is no routine, there can
be no economic law. . . . It appears, therefore, that too much attention
has been attached in utility analysis to the problem of the order of consumption. Although it was introduced into economics by the eminent
mathematician, Professor Vito Volterra, and although it was discussed
at length by Pareto, it has little or no signiﬁcance in an economy dominated by routine. (Schultz 1938, 17)
Although Schultz in the above passage also followed Pareto (1906b) in
interpreting nonintegrability as having to do with the “order of consumption,” and erroneously attributed the idea to Volterra (1906), he was too
good an applied econometrician not to know (as Allen should also have
(cf. Wilson 1911, 255; Evans 1930, 119–20; Allen 1932, 222–23 n; Hicks and Allen 1934, 211
n; Debreu 1972, 606; Chipman and Moore 1976, 105). Suppose now that prices and income are

all equal to unity, giving the budget plane 3i=1 xi = 1. The intersection of the set of planar
elements of (F1) with this plane gives—contrary to the case depicted in ﬁgure 3C of Samuelson
1950, 366—a necessarily integrable differential equation of order 2 (cf. Wilson 1911, 257–58),
which in this case is




1
1
− 1 dx1 +
− 1 dx2 = 0.
(F3)
x1
x2
This integrates to
ū(x1 , x2 ) = log x1 − x1 + log x2 − x2 ,

(F4)

which is increasing for 0 < xi < 1, and concave. Within the unit simplex whose apex is
(0, 0, 1) and whose base is the segment joining (1, 0, 0) to (0, 1, 0), the function (F4) attains
its minimum at the apex (0, 0, 1) and its maximum at the midpoint of the base, ( 21 , 21 ,0). Thus,
a number of puzzles in the integrability issue remain to be explored.
It should be noted that the above integrability conditions (F2), which are closely related
to the Antonelli (1886) conditions, are the conditions which (together with the corresponding
negative semi-deﬁniteness conditions) are sufﬁcient for the existence of a direct utility function, whereas the Slutsky symmetry and negative semi-deﬁniteness conditions are sufﬁcient for
the existence of an indirect utility function (see the discussion in Chipman and Moore 1976,
103–9, 111–14; see also Diewert 1977). The indirect is easily obtainable from the direct utility
function, by v(p, s) = u(x(p, s)); Hurwicz and Uzawa (1971, 129–30, Lemma 8) show, in
effect, how to obtain a direct from an indirect utility function.
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known from his work with Bowley [1935]) that family budgets do not
provide data on the order of consumption but only on the total amount
purchased per month or per year.
In his obituary to Slutsky, Allen (1950, 212–13), while not losing
the opportunity to deplore Slutsky’s “mathematical scaffolding erected
so painfully” and to remark that “his was the contribution of a mathematician,” made it known that his preferred formulation of the theory
of consumer choice was Samuelson’s (1938, 1947) weak axiom of revealed preference. Ironically, Allen’s paper appeared only two months
after the publication of H. S. Houthakker’s (1950) paper introducing the
strong axiom, followed by Samuelson’s (1950) article on the integrability problem. Allen’s earlier stance is consistent with his acceptance of
the weak but rejection of the strong axiom. This is in fact conﬁrmed
by his later discussion in which he refers to Samuelson 1948 and 1950:
“Samuelson thought that a ‘strong axiom’ could be laid down to guarantee integrability . . . It would seem, e.g. from Corlett and Newman
(1952), that this is not the case. The revealed preference approach is
no improvement on the simple assumption of an ordinal utility function
and indifference map” (Allen 1956, 670). Apparently, Corlett and Newman’s objection to Houthakker’s argument remained unchallenged until
Hurwicz (1971, 177 n) pointed out that Corlett and Newman assumed
that more than one integral surface could pass through any point of the
commodity space (implying nondifferentiability of the “preference complex” at that point, so that the marginal rate of substitution there is not
deﬁned), which even Allen (1956, 670) himself does not assume:39 “The
basic axiom gives an indifference direction of change from any point
(commodity combination), that speciﬁed by the marginal rate of substitution; it does not give a whole indifference locus unless the directions at various points can be ‘integrated’ into such a locus. For this the
marginal rates of substitution must satisfy a certain ‘integrability condition’; there is no apparent economic reason why they should, or indeed
why they should not.” Thus, Allen’s stance in 1956 remained where it
had been in 1932, while Samuelson, who like Allen had started out a

39. Allen also advances a perplexing argument to the effect that if there is a transitive ordering of commodity bundles (whether total or not he does not say), the question of whether
this ordering can be represented by a utility function is the “integrability problem” (669–70)!
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skeptic regarding integrability (Samuelson 1938), had shed his skepticism in light of the logic of the revealed preference theory.40
It was shown by Kihlstrom, Mas-Colell, and Sonnenschein (1976)
that a slightly weakened version of Samuelson’s axiom (which they
called the “weak weak axiom”) is equivalent to negative semi-deﬁniteness of the Slutsky matrix.41 On the other hand, the strong axiom
implies the existence of a generating utility function, and hence is equivalent to negative semi-deﬁniteness plus symmetry of the Slutsky matrix.
Symmetry alone is what Hurwicz (1971, 177) called “mathematical integrability,” since it implies the existence of a family of integral surfaces
which, however, need not be interpretable as indifference surfaces; “economic integrability,” on the other hand, implies that, in addition, these
are convex-to-the-origin indifference surfaces.42 Satisfaction of the weak
but not the strong axiom (the postulates implicitly advocated by Allen),
or in other words negative semi-deﬁniteness but not symmetry of the
Slutsky matrix, thus implies, as shown by Samuelson (1950) and ﬁrst
40. When confronted with the “inconsistencies” among his successive theories, Keynes is
reputed to have said: “When the facts change, I change my theories. What do you do, sir?” In
this case we may replace “the facts” by “the state of knowledge.” Stanley Wong (1978, chap.
6) has leveled a similar charge against Samuelson’s theory of revealed preference. We think it
has been well answered by Philippe Mongin (2000, 1136 n, 1139).
41. Samuelson’s weak axiom of revealed preference states that if p 1 · x 1  p1 · x 2 and
1
x  = x 2 , where the bundle x 1 was chosen at prices p 1 and income p1 · x 1 (so that the bundle
x 2 could have been chosen but wasn’t), then it is not the case that p 2 · x 2  p2 · x 1 , where p 2
is the price vector at which the bundle x 2 was chosen; that is,
p1 · x 1  p1 · x 2 and x 1  = x 2 ⇒ p 2 · x 1 > p2 · x 2 .
The “weak weak axiom” replaces this by
p 1 · x 1 > p1 · x 2 ⇒ p 2 · x 1 > p2 · x 2 .
Samuelson (1938; 1947, 113) showed that the weak axiom implies that
v  K(p, s)v < 0

for all vectors v not proportional to p,

where K(p, s) is the not-necessarily-symmetric matrix of Slutsky terms kj i (p, s) (see also
Georgescu-Roegen 1936). David Gale (1960) showed, in effect, that the converse is not true.
However, Kihlstrom et al. (1976) showed that the “weak weak axiom” is equivalent to the
above negative semi-deﬁniteness condition (which they described as “negative deﬁniteness”).
A simple proof and some extensions to these results have been provided by David Jerison and
Michael Jerison (1993).
42. This terminology assumes that the budget constraint is that of a competitive economy,
in which prices appear as parameters to the consumer. It is certainly quite conceivable, however,
that a consumer could be shown (on the basis of questionnaires with binary comparisons) to
have non-convex-to-the-origin indifference curves, although of course the non-convex portions
could not be observed in competitive equilibrium, but might be observed if the consumer had
monopsonistic power. Thus, the terminology “economic integrability” might be misleading.
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perceived by Georgescu-Roegen (1936), that the integral surfaces will
be spirals permitting in principle the observation of transitive cycles of
commodity bundles.
If the economic postulate of the “weak weak axiom” is equivalent
to negative semi-deﬁniteness of the Slutsky matrix, it is natural to inquire whether there is an economic postulate which exactly corresponds
to its symmetry and is therefore weaker than the strong axiom and does
not imply the weak axiom. This would be the economic postulate corresponding to the “integrability case” decried by Allen. This question has
been answered by Hurwicz and Richter (1979a, 1979b), who show that
the desired postulate is an axiom of Ville (1946), which states that there
must not be a cycle of commodity bundles each revealed strictly preferred to the previous one and the last revealed strictly superior to the
original one.43
Slutsky was not far from stating the “economic” integrability conditions. It is true that Slutsky concentrated on symmetry as an empirical
implication of his theory, but he also (in particular, in his criticism of
Ricci) insisted on “stability”; and of course he used the fact that the diagonal elements of the Slutsky matrix are negative (Slutsky 1915, formulas
[48] and [52]) in stating the “law of demand.” However, he fell short of
stating that the principal minors of the Slutsky matrix must oscillate in
sign; this was added by Allen (1938, 510–11), Hicks (1939, 306), and
Samuelson (1947), and in a related context by Hotelling (1935).
We may ﬁnally comment on Allen’s argument that one of the principal contributions of Hicks and Allen (1934) was the replacement of the
Auspitz-Lieben-Edgeworth-Pareto (ALEP) deﬁnition of (weak) complementarity between two commodities (namely ∂ 2 u/∂xi ∂xj  0 for i  =
j ) by their concept of elasticity of complementarity, namely by the criterion that the elasticities of complementarity (or the compensated crosselasticities of demand) be nonpositive (kij  0 in Slutsky’s formulation).
43. While this seems very much like Houthakker’s strong axiom of revealed preference,
there is an important difference. Houthakker’s axiom states that if there is a sequence of price
vectors and commodity bundles (pt , x t )t=1,2,...,n such that p t ·x t  pt ·x t+1 , where x t is the
bundle bought at prices pt , and if x t  = x t+1 , then it must follow that p n+1 ·x n+1 < pn+1 ·x 1 ;
that is, if each x t is revealed preferred to x t+1 for t = 1, 2, . . . , n, then x n+1 must not be
revealed preferred to x 1 . A Ville cycle, on the other hand, has the above weak inequalities
replaced by strict inequalities. A Ville cycle is a sequence (p t , x t ) such that pt · x t > pt · x t+1
for t = 1, 2, . . . , n and pn+1 · x n+1 > pn+1 · x 1 . For further relevant results on Ville cycles,
see Shafer 1977 and Jerison and Jerison 1993.
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The latter is what Samuelson (1974) has called the Slutsky-Hicks-AllenSchultz (SHAS) deﬁnition of complementarity. It was shown by Chipman (1977) that if the utility function u is increasing and strongly concave, and if all distinct commodities are (weak) ALEP complements of
each other, then the law of demand must hold: income elasticities of demand must be positive and demand for a commodity must be
a decreasing function of its own price.44 Does this empirical implication
hold for the SHAS deﬁnition? The answer is no, for the following simple
reason. In the case n = 2 it is necessarily the case when demand functions are differentiable (hence the Slutsky matrix is nonvanishing)45 that
the cross-Slutsky terms must be positive, and hence the two commodities
must be SHAS substitutes (even if they are ALEP complements!);46 but
it is well known that Giffen’s paradox can occur in this case.47 Similar
problems with the SHAS deﬁnition led Samuelson (1974) to, in effect,
44. That ALEP complementarity affected the shapes of indifference curves had earlier
been noted by Allen himself (1934a, 116–17; 1934b, 170–74), and later by Georgescu-Roegen
(1952).
45. Cf. Afriat 1972.
46. In fact, it has recently been shown by Weber (2000) that if u is increasing and strongly
concave, and if all distinct commodities are ALEP complements of each other, then they must
also be SHAS substitutes of each other. There is no reason to expect the converse to be true,
however.
47. An example is given by Wold (1948; 1953, 102) of a utility function u(x1 , x2 ) =
log(x1 − 1) − 2 log(2 − x2 ) deﬁned in the region x1 > 1 and 0 < x2 < 2. The demand
functions generated by this utility function are
x1 = 2+2

p2
s
−
p1 p 1

and

x2 = 2

s
p1
−2 −2
p2
p2

for p1 +p2 < s < p1 +2p2 .

We see that ∂x1 /∂s = −1/p1 , so commodity 1 is an inferior good, and that if 2p2 < s <
p1 + 2p2 then ∂x1 /∂p1 = (s − 2p2 )/p12 > 0, so in this region it is also a Giffen good. The
Slutsky matrix is veriﬁed to be


2(p1 + 2p2 − s) 


1
− 2
p1
1
p1 p2

1
p1 p2
1
− 2
p2



,


which is symmetric and negative semi-deﬁnite.
It should be noted, however, that while ∂u/∂x1 = 1/(x1 − 1) > 0, ∂u/∂x2 = 2/(2 −
x2 ) > 0, and ∂ 2 u/∂x1 ∂x2 = 0, we have ∂ 2 u/∂x12 = −1/(x1 − 1)2 < 0 but ∂ 2 u/∂x22 =
2/(2 − x2 )2 > 0, so u is not concave; and in accordance with Slutsky’s analysis (1915, 19;
1952, 47), while commodity 2 (the “nonsatiating good”) has increasing marginal utility, it is a
superior good, but while commodity 1 (the “satiating good”) has decreasing marginal utility, it
is an inferior good. While u is not concave, it is nevertheless strictly quasi-concave.
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rehabilitate the ALEP deﬁnition, but with the utility function an increasing, risk-tolerant (i.e., concave and thus risk-averse) function of a welldeﬁned “money-metric” utility function.
Despite a nostalgic attachment to the nonintegrable case in the 1950s,
Allen’s original attachment to the nonintegrable case is traceable to a
wish to dispense with the concept of utility, and more particularly with
any psychological assumptions. The fact that he interpreted ∂ 2 u/∂x1 ∂x2
as an expression embodying psychological and palpable content, and
∂ 2 u/∂x1 ∂x2 = ∂ 2 u/∂x2 ∂x1 as a psychological hypothesis regarding
the order of consumption, is not to be regarded as an isolated fancy: he
was acknowledging a Paretian line of interpretation of the integrability
problem which was shared by Schultz and not rejected by Slutsky. Nevertheless it is not to be doubted that Allen went too far in considering
the utility-index function as a hedonistic concept. He thought that the
assumption of diminishing marginal rate of substitution was deprived of
all psychological assumptions contained in any index-utility approach
toward consumer behavior.
Hicks’s Schultzian Attitude
Hicks’s attitude toward Slutsky’s contribution is much more qualiﬁed
than Allen’s, and exhibits the inﬂuence of Schultz regarding the interpretation of Slutsky’s equation. The ﬁrst thing that needs to be said is
that Hicks does not share Allen’s attitude toward integrability. According
to Hicks (1939, 19 n), pursuit of the nonintegrable case can be characterized as “chasing a will-o’-the wisp”:48 “When more than two goods
are being consumed, it is possible that the differential equation of the
preference system may not be integrable. This point fascinates mathematicians, but it does not seem to have any economic importance at all,
the only problems to which it could conceivably be relevant being much
better treated by other methods.”
More than that, Hicks’s attitude toward Slutsky’s paper must be linked
with the growing inﬂuence of the econometric ﬁeld in the thirties. In
48. Samuelson (1950, 357) does not hesitate to underline this difference: “He [Allen] entertains the hypothesis of non-integrability; and if I dare impute any differences to the separate
components of the Hicks-Allen composite commodity, I would say that Hicks consistently rules
out the non-integrability case, while Allen accepts it as the more general hypothesis.” In Hicks
and Allen 1934, Hicks stated that we can consider “as a general rule” that the integrability
conditions are satisﬁed (72).
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our view, this is most striking with regard to both the interpretation of
Slutsky’s equation and the deﬁnition of substitutes and complements in
consumption. Hicks’s 1937 mathematical essay is a ﬁrst step toward a
break with the 1934 presentation of the Slutsky equation, given that he is
adopting both the differential and the elasticity presentation of the Slutsky equation, and in Value and Capital he ﬁnally gives up the elasticity
presentation.49 Regarding the interpretation of Slutsky’s equation, Hicks
(1939) is showing allegiance both to Hicks and Allen’s 1934 presentation and to the original Slutsky interpretation. Indeed, as Mosak (1942)
ﬁrst noticed, Hicks does not provide the same interpretation in the text as
in the appendix. According to Hicks (1939, 31–32), the substitution effect represents the change in the demand for good 1, if the price change
dp1 is accompanied by a compensated variation in money income so as
to keep the individual on the same indifference curve (the same level of
“real income”) as before the price change.50 This interpretation, in fact,
differs from Slutsky’s own interpretation. Mosak (1942, 73) will sum up
this paradoxical difference:
The difference between the Hicks and Slutsky interpretations is readily apparent. Whereas Hicks interprets [kij ] as measuring the substitution effect that would result if money income were adjusted so as
to leave real income actually unchanged, Slutsky interprets it as measuring the substitution effect that would result if money income were
adjusted so as to leave real income apparently unchanged. Whereas
Hicks’s substitution effect involves a change in demand along a given
indifference curve, Slutsky’s “substitution effect” involves a change
from a lower to a higher indifference curve. Yet surprisingly enough,
both of these effects are measured by one and the same term, [kij ].

49. But Hicks (1981, 5) later remarks: “What I do regret is the disappearance, from most of
my later work, of the Fundamental Formula in elasticity form. The Slutsky form, which I took
over for [Value and Capital], is mathematically convenient, but loses some economic virtue.”
50. According to Mosak (1942, 70–71), Hicks’s mathematical investigation of the substitution effect would be better interpreted by considering the substitution effect ﬁrst, and thus
by measuring this effect on the original indifference curve, and not on the new one (which is a
higher curve in the case of a price decrease). For still an alternative interpretation of the Slutsky
decomposition to the Slutsky and Schultz interpretations, see Cansado 1950 and Cansado and
Wold 1950. Mosak (1942), who succeeded Milton Friedman as research assistant to Schultz
in 1935 (Schultz 1938, xi), also refers to the translation of Slutsky’s article made at Schultz’s
request.
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Mosak also notices that Hicks’s interpretation in the appendix is identical with Slutsky’s original presentation.51 On the one hand, Hicks keeps
the antecedent illustration he had given in 1934 (Hicks and Allen 1934,
66); on the other hand, he interprets it consistently with the Slutsky presentation in the appendix. The fact is that, in the appendix excepted,
Hicks does not provide a precise deﬁnition of what he means by a change
in “real income.” In his 1935 paper, Schultz had devoted careful attention to the meaning of “real income,”52 and had provided a careful illustration of Slutsky’s equation. Why Hicks chose to provide two distinct interpretations of the Slutsky equation is not quite evident, but the
presentation in the appendix may well come directly from Schultz.53 We
may suggest that while the ﬁrst interpretation is more suitable as a rhetorical justiﬁcation of the law of demand—the emphasis being put on the
negative substitution effect along an indifference curve—the Schultzian
interpretation is more adapted to empirical testing. Here we come to the
second point of the argument, regarding the deﬁnition of complementarity. It is to be remembered that according to Schultz, Hicks and Allen
(1934) did not provide a deﬁnition of complementarity for the case of
more than three goods. Actually, Hicks and Allen (1934, 67) suggested
a way out of this. Instead of considering the elasticity of substitution
between X and Y , they proposed to consider the elasticity of substitution between X and “all the other goods taken together.” Thus, the idea
is to consider a composite commodity made up of all the other goods,
51. He was further followed by Samuelson (1947, 184), who does not refer to Mosak. But it
is quite possible that this passage in the Foundations had already been written in 1942. In fact,
Mosak (1942, 73 n) shows that Slutsky’s and Hicks’s interpretations are identical in the limit.
See also Mas-Colell, Whinston, and Green (1995, 72), who, although not referring to Mosak,
discuss the “remarkable conclusion that the derivative of the Hicksian demand function is equal
to the derivative of this alternative Slutsky compensated demand” (italics in original). On all
this, see the illuminating analysis by Samuelson (1953, 7–8).
52. “By the ‘real income of an individual’ I mean the utility which he derives from the
combination of economic goods and services which he consumes during a given interval of
time. Two combinations represent the same real income and are said to be equivalent if they
lie on the same indifference curve. The money income which leaves the real income of an
individual actually unchanged in a new price situation is such as will induce him to buy a
combination of goods which he considers equivalent to the original. The money income which
leaves the real income of an individual apparently unchanged in a new price situation may be
deﬁned as one which enables him to buy the identical combination of goods as the original.
The apparent money income minus the original money income may be called the apparent loss
or gain, according as it is positive or negative” (Schultz 1935, 444 n).
53. It is to be noted also that Hicks (1956, chap. 7) provides a comparative statement and
appraisal of both interpretations.
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and that “these latter goods remain freely substitutible for each other at
ﬁxed ratios given by their relative prices.” Such a procedure is also available in the theory of complementarity, except that the composite good is
made up of all goods other than the pair considered. Hicks will deal more
systematically with this in Value and Capital. In order to keep close to
the 1934 deﬁnition, he makes the assumption that the relative prices of
the goods comprising the composite commodity are ﬁxed (Hicks 1939,
33). Imperceptibly, Hicks (1939, 44, 46) tends to identify this composite
good with money (the numéraire). In the appendix (Hicks 1939, 311),
he does not mention the peculiar hypothesis under which the concept
was constructed, and he adopts a deﬁnition of complementarity identical with that of Schultz (1935).54 To that extent, it is reasonable to think
that during the period 1934–38, Hicks was increasingly inﬂuenced by
Schultz’s methodological arguments. As evidence of this, the preface to
the ﬁrst edition of Value and Capital ends with the idea that “the place
of economic theory is to be the servant of applied economics” (Hicks
1939, v). He was even more precise in the preface to the French edition
(1955), where he added that “the ﬁrst part of the book, dealing with the
theory of demand, was inspired by the works of the old econometricians,
particularly by the articles of Henry Schultz” (vii).55
3. Conclusion
As far as we can tell, Slutsky’s paper was rediscovered by Dominedò and
thereafter, and independently of each other, by Schultz and by Hicks and
Allen. His work was praised for providing the most general restrictions
on demand behavior. But a careful scrutiny of the arguments also shows
54. As far as we are able to know, this point was ﬁrst made by Samuelson (1947, 184–85
n) who clearly identiﬁes that “the difﬁculty may reside in Hicks’s unique use of the concept
‘money.’” Samuelson (1974, 1286) later conceded that those deﬁnitions were not so different
after all. The turning point lies in the exact deﬁnition of “money.” This was already pointed out
by Samuelson (1950, 379): “In 1939 Hicks seems to have abandoned this deﬁnition in favor of
the Slutsky-Schultz deﬁnitions. For n = 3, the results of either deﬁnition are qualitatively the
same. For n > 3, this is not true. If we deﬁne all but the two goods in question to be a Hicksian
composite commodity, the Slutsky-Hicks deﬁnition can be cast in Hicks-Allen terminology.”
55. In curious contrast with this tribute is Hicks’s later statement (1979, 202; 1984, 287),
commenting on his ﬁrst visit to the United States in 1946: “I have felt little sympathy with
theory for theory’s sake, which has been characteristic of one strand in American economics;
nor with the idealisation of the free market, which has been characteristic of another; and I have
little faith in the econometrics, on which they have so largely relied to make their contact with
reality.”
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that Slutsky’s article was not appreciated in the same way by the protagonists, and that it soon became the object of a methodological dispute. More precisely, it is not to be doubted that Allen and Schultz did
not share the same interpretation of Slutsky 1915. Whereas Schultz took
Slutsky’s treatment as more adapted to quantitative estimation, Allen regarded it as a particular case of a general theory based on a diminishing
marginal rate of substitution. As for Hicks, he ﬁnally adopted Schultz’s
deﬁnition of complementarity. To that extent, that Allen was not cited
by Schultz (1935, 1938) as an independent discoverer of Slutsky 1915
together with Hicks may in fact suggest that he was not very interested
in his work. This would also be another irony, given that Allen’s 1936
paper is regarded as the ﬁrst tribute to Slutsky.
Appendix 1: Further Possible Sources
of the Rediscovery
The discussion in section 1 was based on published sources of information concerning the rediscovery of Slutsky’s article. Here we enter
the realm of conjecture, which may perhaps be conﬁrmed or rejected by
later scholars who have access to more information than we have been
able to retrieve.
One interesting conjecture is that a possible source of Hicks’s discovery of Slutsky 1915 was Jacob Marschak. Marschak was born in Kiev on
23 July 1898, and attended lectures by Slutsky. According to a recorded
interview, Marschak (1971, 11) had this to say: “Recently I read an obituary of Evgenii Evgen’evich Slutskii, who later [than 1910] was my
teacher of statistics in the Institute of Economics, and still later became
quite famous as a member of the Academy of Sciences. He was one of
the founders of mathematical economics. One of his publications, in an
Italian journal of 1913 [sic], is quite fundamental.”
Marschak emigrated to Germany in 1919 (Marschak 1971, 76) to
study economics at Heidelberg University, where he obtained a doctorate in 1922, then went to the Institut für Weltwirtschaftlich in Kiel, and
obtained his Habilitation from Heidelberg in 1933 (cf. Hagemann and
Krohn 1992, 178);56 his thesis, on the elasticity of demand (Marschak
1931), made no mention of Slutsky, however. In 1933—the very year
in which Hicks was presumably working on his paper with Allen, but in
56. We are grateful to Harald Hagemann for supplying us with a copy of Marschak 1971.
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London, not Oxford—Marschak went to Oxford University as a lecturer,
where he stayed as reader and director of the Institute of Statistics until
his move to the United States in 1939. (Hicks did not move to Oxford until 1946.)57 His son, Thomas Marschak, wrote to one of us as follows:
My father was indeed born in Kiev (1898) and spent most of his
youth there. In 1919, when the Bolsheviks started to consolidate their
power, he left for Germany.
My father stayed in Germany until 1933 and then moved to
Oxford. . . . he certainly encountered Hicks and Allen. I don’t know
whether those dates are consistent with your idea that my father might
have been the transmission channel for Slutsky’s ideas. . . . I don’t recall talking with my father about this, though he did mention Slutsky
a number of times.
We must leave for later scholars to determine whether conversations took
place between them regarding Slutsky 1915.
A ﬁnal, somewhat more tenuous, connection is suggested by Philippe
Le Gall (1996, 307), who, in the process of discussing the controversial
ﬁnding by Henry Ludwell Moore (1914, 114–15) that the own priceelasticity of demand for pig-iron was positive, made the following comment regarding the rediscovery of Slutsky’s paper: “Contrary to the
opinion expressed by Hicks in Value and Capital (1939, 19) according
to which Slutsky’s work was totally unknown to western economists,
Moore, in the course of a correspondence with Slutsky, became aware
of the income and price effects [here was inserted a footnote: See in particular Moore (1917)], which according to him would affect the forms
of demand functions over time.” Le Gall presented no documentation to
support this contention. There was no mention of Slutsky in Moore 1917,
although the latter referred to an article in Italian on methods of interpolation by Pareto (1907–8) (see Moore 1917, 172 n). It is possible that
Moore was more interested in Slutsky’s contributions to statistics than to
economic theory.58 If it is true, however, that Moore was acquainted with
57. Hicks taught at the London School of Economics during 1926–35; spent 1935–38 at
Cambridge, where he wrote Value and Capital; then 1938–46 at the University of Manchester,
1946–52 at Nufﬁeld College, and 1952–65 as Drummond Professor at Oxford. Cf. Hicks 1979,
1984.
58. On the other hand, Schultz (1931b, 658–60; 1938, 50–51) drew attention to Moore’s
discussion (1917, 150), in reference to Zawadzki 1914, 186, of Pareto’s recognition (1911,
631) of the possibility of upward sloping demand curves when preferences are not additively
separable.
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Slutsky 1915, this is certainly of interest, given that Moore was Schultz’s
thesis adviser (cf. George Stigler 1962, 17) and that Schultz’s 1938 book
was dedicated to him. We do not know whether any of Schultz’s unpublished papers and correspondence are extant; but presumably he remained in contact with Moore in the early 1930s. However, we know
from Stigler (1962, 3) that Moore retired from Columbia in 1929 owing to a “nervous collapse,” and 1929 was the date of his last published
work, so it seems rather doubtful that he was actively engaged in academic pursuits during the rest of his life.
Appendix 2: Integrability of Friedmanian
Demand Functions
We suppose that in addition to the budget constraint
n


ph xh = s,

(4)

h=1

a monetary policy is in force assuring that a consumer price index of the
Laspeyres type is kept constant at the level p̄,
n


ch ph = p̄,

(5)

h=1

where the ch are positive weights summing to 1. Let us deﬁne the Friedmanian demand function for commodity i, as a function of income and
the n prices satisfying the policy constraint (5) for variation in the price
of commodity j , by

pj
if h = j
j
(6)
fij (p, s) = xi p̃ j (p), s where p̃h (p) = p̄ − l=h cl pl

if h  = j ,
ch

where xi (p, s) is the Slutskian demand function for commodity i (one
usually says “Marshallian” but obviously we must avoid that terminolj
ogy here), and p̃h (p) is the hth component of the mapping p̃ j from the
j
n original prices ph to the n policy-adjusted prices p̃h satisfying (5) for
variations in pj . The “Marshallian” demand function that Friedman is
concerned with is just fii , showing the effect of a change in the ith price
on the demand for the ith commodity. However, to explore the integrability of these demand functions, we must deﬁne all n2 of them. It will
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be enough if we compare ∂fij /∂pj and ∂fj i /∂pi and the corresponding
Slutsky terms.
Theorem 1: Suppose that (a) preferences are homothetic (“homotheticity”) and (b) the weights ci in the consumer price index (5) are proportional to the initial demands xi (“proportionality”). Then
 khj
 khi
∂fj i ∂fj i
∂fij ∂fj i
∂fij ∂fij
+
xj −
xi =
−
−
= ci
−cj
, (7)
∂pj ∂s
∂pi
∂s
∂pj ∂pi
ch
ch
h=i

h=j

independently of income, s.
Proof: From (6) and equation (2) in the text we obtain
j

 ∂xi ∂ p̃
∂fij
∂xi
h
=
+
∂pj
∂pj
∂ph ∂pj
h =j


 cj 
∂xi
∂xi
xj −
xh
= kj i −
(using (6) and (2))
khi −
∂s
c
∂s
h=j h
 cj
xi xj  cj xi xh
+
= kj i −
khi −
(using (a)—homotheticity)
c
s
c s
h =j h
h=j h
 cj
x i xj
= kj i −
khi + (n − 2)
(using (b)—proportionality).
(8)
ch
s
h =j

Accordingly, the corresponding Slutsky term is
 cj
∂fij
∂fij
x i xj
+
khi + (n − 1)
xj = kj i −
.
∂pj
∂s
ch
s

(9)

h=j

From the corresponding expression for ∂fj i /∂pi +xi ∂fj i /∂s we see that
the income effects are the same, hence cancel out, and we obtain (7).
There is no reason for the expression on the right in (7) to be equal to
zero, although it conceivably could be; in the special case n = 2 (where
the income effect vanishes by (8)), the Hotelling result would occur if
k11 /k22 = c1 /c2 = x1 /x2 , which is quite conceivable. Note that for
the “own” price effect ∂fii /∂pi in the Friedmanian demand function,
the negative Slutskian income effect −xi2 /s, which reinforces the negative substitution effect kii , is (for n > 2) replaced by the positive term
(n − 2)xi2 /s. Thus, except in the case n = 2, the Friedmanian demand
function fii (p, s) does not actually approximate a compensated demand
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function, but may in fact be considered to be an overcompensated demand function. This is not too surprising when one considers that the
Laspeyres price index, as is well known, overestimates the true increase
in the cost of living. Thus the appropriate price index to use (at least for
the case of homothetic preferences) would seem to be the dual cost-ofliving index c(p) = e(p, 1) = 1/v(p, 1), where e(p, u) is the expenditure function and v(p, s) is the indirect utility function. We shall limit
ourselves here to the simple special case of a Mill-Cobb-Douglas utility

function u(x) = ni=1 xiθi for which the dual cost-of-living function has

the Jevonian geometric formc(p) = ni=1 θi−θi piθi , yielding the indirect
n
−θi θi
utility function v(p, s) = s
i=1 θi pi . Unfortunately we are able
to obtain only a weak result.
Theorem 2: Let preferences be representable by the utility function

u(x) = ni=1 xiθi , which is maximized subject to (4) and the cost-ofliving constraint:


n
n


θh
ph = p̄
θh > 0,
θh = 1 .
(10)
h=1

h=1

Let the Friedmanian demand function for commodity i, as a function of
income and the n prices satisfying the policy constraint (10) for variation in the price of commodity j , be deﬁned as in (6) but with the price
j
mapping p̃h (p) redeﬁned by

pj
if h = j
j
(11)
p̃h (p) =

−θl 1/θh
if h  = j.
p̄ l=h pl
Then
∂fij
∂fj i
∂fj i
∂fij
∂fj i
∂fij
s
xj −
xi =
+
−
−
= (θj − θi )
. (12)
∂pj
∂s
∂pi
∂s
∂pj
∂pi
pi pj
Thus, the income effect is not eliminated unless θi = θj , and the Friedmanian demand functions fij (p, s) are Hicksian compensated demand
functions if and only if θi = 1/n for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
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Proof: From (6) with (11) we have for j  = i (since xi = θi s/pi )
∂fij
∂pj

j

∂xi ∂ p̃i
∂pi ∂pj
 
1/θi −1 

θj  −θl
θi s 1
−θl
= − 2
p̄
pl
p̄
pl
−
pj
pi θi
l =i
l=i
 
1/θi
θj s
−θl
p
p̄
=
l
pi2 pj
l =i
=

=

θj s
pi pj

(from (10)).

(from (11))

(13)

The Slutsky term is then
∂fij
θj s
x i xj
∂fij
+
+
fij =
.
∂pj
∂s
pi pj
s

(14)

From (14) and (13) we obtain (12).
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